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ABSTRACT - 
When a vision system creates an interpretation of some input datn, it 
assigns truth values or probabilities to intcrnal hypothcses about the 
world. We present a non-dctcrministic method for assigning truth 
values that avoids many of the problcms encountered by existing 
relaxation methods. Instead of rcprcscnting probabilitics with real- 
numbers, we usc a more dircct encoding in which thc probability 

\ 
associated with a hypotlmis is rcprcscntcd by the probability h a t  it is 
in one of two states, true or  false. Wc give a particular non- 
deterministic operator, based on statistical mechanics, for updating the 
truth values of hypothcses. The operator ensures that the probability 
of discovering a particular combination of hypothcscs is a simplc 
function of how good that combination is. Wc show that thcrc is a 
simple relationship bctween this operator and Bayesian inference, and 
we describe a learning rule which allows a parallel system to converge 
on a set ofweights that optimizes its perccptt~al inferences. 

l n t  roduction 
One way of interpreting images is to formulate hypotheses about parts 
or aspects of the imagc and then decide which of these hypotheses are 
likely to be correct. Thc probability that each hypothesis is correct is 
determined partly by its fit to the imagc and partly by its fit to other 
hypothcses (hat are taken to be correct, so the truth'value of an 
individual hypothesis cannot be decided in isolation. One method of 
searching for the most plausible combination of hypotheses is to use a 
rclaxation process in which a probability is associated with each 
hypothesis, and the probabilities arc then iteratively modified on the 
basis of the fit to the imagc and the known relationships bctwcen 
hypotheses. An attractive property of rclaxation methods is that they 
can be implemented in parallel hardwarc where one computational 
unit is used for each possible hypothcsis, and the interactions betwcen 
hypotheses are implemented by dircct hardwarc connections betwcen 
the units. 

Many variations of the basic relaxation idea have becn 
However, all the current methods suffer from one or more of the 
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following problems: 

1. They convcrge slowly. 

2. It is bard to analyse what computation is being performed by the 
relaxation process. For example, in some vcrsions of relaxation 
there is no explicit global measure which is being optimized. 

3. They are unable to integrate, in a principled way, two kinds of 
decision. Some systems use rclaxation to make discrete 
decisions (e.g. which kind of 3-D edge a line depicts) and the 
numbcrs that are modified during relaxation then represent 

Other systems choose the most likely values of 
continuous physical parameters (e.g. the local surface 
orientation) and the numbcrs that are modified then rcprcscnt 
current cstimatcs of these No system integrates 
both kinds of decisioil and still guarantees convergence to the 
optimal intcrprctation. 

4. Systems designed to make discrctc decisions do not always 
convcrge to a state in which all probabilities for discrete 
hypotheses are 1 or 0, so a subsequent stage is needed to choose 
a specific pcrccptual interpretation. 

S.There is no obvious way for most systems to learn the 
appropriate values for the weighting coefficients that dctermi,ne 
how the probabilities of related hypothcses affect each other. 

\ 

In this paper wc present a parallel search technique which overcomes 
these difficulties by using a different reprcscntation for probabilities. 
1\11 the currcnt methods use real llumbcrs to represent the 
probabilities associated with hypotheses. Our method uses a more 
dircct encoding in which probabilitics are represented by probabilities. 
If a hypothcsis has a probability of two thirds of being correct, the unit 
representing it will have a probability of two thirds of being found in 
the "true" state and a probability of one third of being in t21e "false" 
state. Wc first show that this dircct cncoding allows the probability of 
one hypothcsis to determine the probabilitics of other related 
hypothcses even though none of the hypothesis units ever has enough 
information to allow it, for example, to print out its associated 
probability. We then describe a search method. using this cncoding. 
that finds plausible combinations of hypothcses. Next we show that, 
using,our search tcchniquc, thcrc is a Bayesian interpretation of h e  
weights that determine the effects of one hypothcsis on another, and 
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The “Boltzmann machine”
(Hinton & Sejnowski, 1983)
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Boltzmann-Gibbs distribution
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The “Boltzmann machine”
(Hinton & Sejnowski, 1983)
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The Boltzmann machine learning rule
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Boltzmann machine with hidden units
(Hinton & Sejnowski)
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The Boltzmann machine learning rule

Clamped:

Free:



Gibbs sampling

To sample from           : P (x)

x1 ! P (x1|x2, ..., xn)

x2 ! P (x2|x1, x3, ..., xn)

x3 ! P (x3|x1, x2, x4, ..., xn)

xn ! P (xn|x1, ..., xn!1)

.

.
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Dynamics

Thus:



Restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM)
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Abstract

We statistically characterize the population spiking activity obtained from simultaneous recordings of neurons across all
layers of a cortical microcolumn. Three types of models are compared: an Ising model which captures pairwise correlations
between units, a Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) which allows for modeling of higher-order correlations, and a semi-
Restricted Boltzmann Machine which is a combination of Ising and RBM models. Model parameters were estimated in a fast
and efficient manner using minimum probability flow, and log likelihoods were compared using annealed importance
sampling. The higher-order models reveal localized activity patterns which reflect the laminar organization of neurons
within a cortical column. The higher-order models also outperformed the Ising model in log-likelihood: On populations of
20 cells, the RBM had 10% higher log-likelihood (relative to an independent model) than a pairwise model, increasing to
45% gain in a larger network with 100 spatiotemporal elements, consisting of 10 neurons over 10 time steps. We further
removed the need to model stimulus-induced correlations by incorporating a peri-stimulus time histogram term, in which
case the higher order models continued to perform best. These results demonstrate the importance of higher-order
interactions to describe the structure of correlated activity in cortical networks. Boltzmann Machines with hidden units
provide a succinct and effective way to capture these dependencies without increasing the difficulty of model estimation
and evaluation.
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Introduction

Electrophysiology is rapidly moving towards high density
recording techniques capable of capturing the simultaneous activity
of large populations of neurons. This raises the challenge of
understanding how networks encode and process information in
ways that go beyond tuning properties or feedforward receptive field
models. Modeling the distribution of states in a network provides a
way to discover communication patterns between neurons or
functional groupings such as cell assemblies which may exhibit a
more direct relation to stimulus or behavioral variables.

The Ising model, originally developed in the 1920s to describe
magnetic interactions [1], has been used to statistically characterize
electrophysiological data, particularly in the retina [2], and more
recently for cortical recordings [3,4]. This model treats spikes from a
population of neurons binned in time as binary vectors and captures
dependencies between cells with the maximum entropy distribution
for pairwise dependencies. This has been shown to provide a good
model for small groups of cells in the retina [5], though it is unable
to capture dependencies higher than second-order.

In this work, we apply maximum entropy models to neural
population recordings from the visual cortex. Cortical networks
have proven more challenging to model than the retina: The
magnitude and importance of pairwise correlations between
cortical cells is controversial [6,7] and higher-order correlations,

i.e. correlations which cannot be captured by a pair-wise
maximum entropy model, play a more important role [8–10].
One of the challenges with current recording technologies is that
we can record simultaneously only a tiny fraction of the cells that
make up a cortical circuit. Sparse sampling together with the
complexity of the circuit mean that the majority of a cell’s input
will be from cells outside the recorded population. In adult cat
visual cortex, direct synaptic connections have been reported to
occur between 11%–30% of nearby pairs of excitatory neurons in
layer IV [11], while a larger fraction of cell pairs show
‘‘polysynaptic’’ couplings [12], defined by a broad peak in the
cross-correlation between two cells. This type of coupling can be
due to common inputs (either from a different cortical area or
lateral connections) or a chain of monosynaptic connections. A
combination of these is believed to give rise to most of the
statistical interactions between recorded pairs of cells. The Ising
model, which assumes only pairwise couplings, is well suited to
model direct (and symmetric) synaptic coupling, but cannot
capture interactions involving more than two cells. We propose a
new approach, that addresses both incomplete sampling and
common inputs from other cell assemblies, by extending the Ising
model with a layer of hidden units or latent variables. The
resulting model is a semi-Restricted Boltzmann Machine (sRBM),
which combines pairwise connections between visible units with an
additional set of connections to hidden units.
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Results: Model structure
• Ising model: Pairwise coupling parameters

• RBM with vertical connections only

• sRBM with horizontal connections between 
pairs

• Hidden units are localized to cortical layer
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